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For assembly to the Graphic Base (Kits A to C)

1 Slip the upper frame into the square holes on the top of the 
base. With one hand at each of the frame bottoms, slide the 
frame into the base. (Detail 1) Align the holes in the frame with 
the desired frame height position. Insert the clevis pin and lock 
the safety wire back over the end of the pin. *Be careful not to pich 
fingers under the ends of the frame tubing.

Please Note:  This frame can be adjusted to three programmed 
heights. To adjust height, remove the locking pin, slide the desired 
position aligning the holes then replace the pin. Be sure to re-lock the 
safety wire on the end of the pin to complete adjustment.  
* Do not load merchandising kits and product unless the frame is locked in 
one of the three positions.       

2 Slip the base graphics into the top corners of the 
channels. Carefully flex the graphic as you slip them 
downward into position. (Repeat this step on the 
other three sides)  
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*Before You begin, please ID which base you are assembling 
(Flat Base-kit B instructions are on the reverse side)  
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To Assemble Graphic Base:
Refer to Base Kit A Assembly 

Instruction Sheet

Refer to the instruction sheet included with the merchandising 
accessory kit along with your store planogram for merchandising 
setup and product layout.    



1 Slip the upper frame over the posts on the base. With one hand 
at each of the frame bottoms, press the locking features and 
slide the frame into the base. (Detail 2) Frame is connected 
securely when you hear clicks at both frame bottoms. 
 *Be careful not to pich fingers under the ends of the frame tubing.  

Detail 2
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For assembly to the Flat Base (Kits B to C)

Press buttons 
to snap lock 
frame in place

2 Refer to the instruction sheet included with the 
merchandising accessory kit along with your store 
planogram for merchandising setup and product layout.    


